A HISTORICAL GAME OF DISCOVERY IN UTRECHT

Welcome to the Master program in “Medieval history and culture” in Utrecht. An interactive game has been designed for you in order to learn how to NAVIGATE and BEHAVE in your new environment while using your HISTORICAL KNOWLEDGE. The intention is to get acquainted with facilities of modern Utrecht while comparatively learning about the city’s Medieval history.

**Starting point**
The information desk is located beside the Dom in the heart of the city.

**Rules of the game**
The students are divided in groups of 5. Each group is provided with a map with locations that the students might want to know. At each location a person from the university will distribute a leaflet with:
- a description of the location
- the analogous historical situation from the Middle Ages
- a task

When your group have completed the task you receive a coin, that in the end of the game can be traded for beer at the Brewery. If wanted, a non-alcoholic alternative can be provided.

**Duration**
The activities will run for 2 days, so you have plenty of time to discover different aspects of Dutch culture and Medieval history!